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Abstract. J<'ractioual minimum posilivc scmi<lcfiuilc rank is <lcfiucd from r-fold faithful orlhogoual rcprcscnlalious au<l 
it is shown thaL the projective rank of any graph equals the fractional minimum positive semidefinite rank of its complement. 
Au r-fold version of Lhc LradiLioual definition of minimum positive semidefinite rank of a graph using Hermitian matrices 
that fit the graph is also presented. This paper also introduces r-fold orthogonal representations of graphs and formalizes the 
understanding of proj(.'Ctive rank as fractional orlhogoual rank. Com1(.'Ctious of Lhesc concepts to quantum theory, including 
Tsirclson's problem, arc discuss(.,J. 
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1. Introduction. This paper deals with fractional versions of graph parameters defined by orthogonal
representations, including minimum positive scrnidcfinitc rank. In Section 2, we extend the existing idea of 
an orthogonal representation for a graph via a "higher-dimensional" construction. With this, we introduce a 
new parameter, r-fold orthogonal rank, that is to orthogonal rank as b--fold chromatic number is to chromatic 
number (sec Section 1.2 for the definition of b--fold chromatic number and other terms related to fractional 
chromatic number). Thi'l allows us to formally characterize projective rank as "fractional orthogonal rank," 
a concept that was previously understood (e.g., in [15, 11]) but not rigorously presented (formal definitions 
of projective rank and other parameters a.re given in Section 1.3). 
In Section 3, we apply this "fractionalization" process to the minimum positive semidefinite rank problem 
(viewed via faithful orthogonal representations) and develop two new graph parameters, namely, r-fold a.nd 
fractional minimum positive semidefinite rank. We also provide an alternate definition of r-fold minimum 
positive semidefinite rank that is based on the mjnimnm rank of a matrix that "r-fits" a gn1ph, allowing us 
to view the "higher-dimensional" problem through either of the two viewpoints trarutionally associated with 
the classical minimum positive sernidefinite rank problem. 
Our final result, found in Section 3.5, shows that the fractional minimum positive semidefinite rank of a 
graph is equal to the projective rank of the complement of the graph. This result serves to connect the two 
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99 Fractional Approach to Orthogonal Representations 
seemingly different problems; moving forward, this will allow the extensive existing literature on minimum 
positive semidefinite rank to be 1rncd to inform new developments in the more recently introduced area of 
projective rank. 
In the remainder of this introduction, we discuss applications of the fractional parameters discussed 
(Section 1.1), give a brief introduction to the fractional approach to chromatic number to motivate our 
definitions (Section 1.2), and provide neccss11ry notation and terminology (Section 1.3). 
1.1. Applications. Linear algebraic structures and associated graph theoretic frameworks have re­
cently become more important toolH to study the fundamental differences that characterize theories of na­
ture, like classical mechanics, quantum mechanics, and general probabilistic theories. Matrices, �aphs, 
and their related combinatorial optimization techniques turn out to provide a surprisingly general language 
with which to approach questions corwectcd with foundational ideas, such as the analysis of contextual 
inequalities and non-local games (2, 3], and with concrete aspects, such as quantifying v11rious capacities of 
entanglement-assisted chmwelH (6, 10], and the overhead needed to cla; sically simulate quantum computation 
[9]. 
A point of streng-th of such frameworks is their ability to reformulate mathematical questions in a 
coarser manner that is nonetheless effective, in some cases, to single out specific facts. Tsire!Hon's problem 
(17] provides a rcm�1rkable example: deciding whether the mathematical models of non-relativistic q1Hmtum 
mechanics, where observern have linear operatorn acting on a finite dimensional tensor product space, a.nd 
algebraic quantum field theory, where observers have commuting linear operators on a single (possibly 
infinite dimensional) space, produce the same set of correlations. We know that if Tsirelson's problem has 
a positive answer, then the notorious Connes' Embedding conjecture [4, 12], originally concerned with an 
approximation property for finite von Neummw algebras, is true. 
Tsire!Hon's problem can be seen from a combinatorial matrix point of view by working with �aphs 
a.nd their associated algebraic structures (14]. Roughly speaking, instead of constructing sets of correlation
matrices, we can try looking for various patterns of zeroes in the sets, as in the spirit of combinatorial matrix
theory. The projective rank, denoted E.1, is a recently introduced �aph parameter with the potential for
settling the above discussion. Indeed, it has been shown that if there exists a graph whose projective rank
is irrational, then Tsirelson's problem has a negative answer (13].
Projective representations and projective nmk were originally defined in [11] as a tool for studying 
quantum colorings and quantum homomorphisms of graphs. Quantum colorings mid the quantum chroma.tic 
number give quantitative mca; 1ITcs of the advantage that quantum entanglement provides in performing 
distributed tasks and in distinguishing scenarios related to classical and quantum physics, respectively. ln 
fact, the existence of  1 1  quantum n-coloring for a given graph is equivalent to the existence of  a projective 
representation of value n for the Cartesian product of the graph with a complete graph on n vertices. 
It was also shown in (11] that projective rank is monotone with respect to quantum homomorphisms, 
i.e., if there exists a quantum homomorphism from a grnph G to a �aph H, then E.1 (G) ::::; E.1 (H). This
shows that projective rank is a lower bound for q1Hmtum chromatic number, and more generally provides
a method for forbidding the existence of quantum homomorphisms. lndeed, this approach was used to
determine the quantum odd girth of the Kneser graphs in [15]. Projective nmk has also been studied
from a purely graph theoretic point of view, and in [5] it was shown that this parameter is multiplicative
with respect to the lexicographic and disjunctive graph products. Using this fact the authors were able to 
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find a separation between quantum chromatic number and a recently defined semidefinite relaxation of this 
para.meter, answering a question posed in [14]. 
This paper takes a linear algebraic approach to these questions, building connections between recent 
graph theoretical approaches to quantum questions and existing literature on orthogonal representations 
and minimum positive sernidefinite rank. 
1.2. A fractional approach. To demonstrate the fractional approach that we use with orthogonal 
representations and minimum positive semidefinite rank, consider the following derivation of the fractional 
chroma.tic number as found in [16]. The chromatic number x(G) of a graph G is the least number c such 
that G can be colored with c colors; that is, we can assign to ca.ch vertex of G one of c colors in such a 
way that adjacent vertices receive different colors. A coloring with c colors can be generalized to a b-fold 
coloring with c colors, or a c:b--coloring: from a palette of c colors, assign b colors to each vertex of G such 
that adjacent vertices receive disjoint sets of colors. For a fixed b, the b-fold chromatic number of G, Xb(G), 
is the smallest c such that G has a c:b--coloring. With this, the fractional chromatic number of G as 
x1(G) = inf 
Xb(G) 
b b 
While it is not obvious, it can be shown that x1(G) is always a rational number, as there is an alternative 
linear programming formulation for the parameter for which strong duality holds. For further information 
on fractional coloring, including a timc'-schcduling interpretation of the problem, see the discussions in the 
Preface and Chapter 3 of [16]. 
The process of assigning objects to the vertices of a graph, subject to certain constraints, is a key 
clement common to the problems we examine in this work, and the procedure of generalizing from assigning 
one object to assig11ing b-many objects (or, in our case, b--dimcnsiona.1 or rank-b objects) is an underlying 
theme. At each stage of the process, we a.re interested in graph para.meters that give information about 
the "most efficient" set of objects we can use, with the end goal of developing fractional versions of existing 
para.meters (in the spirit of [16]) and connecting the more recent work on projcdivc rank with existing ideas 
from the realm of minimum positive scrnidcfinitc rank. 
Rather than the colors used for coloring problems, the objects that we assign to the vertices of a graph a.re 
vectors and matrices, which adds a distinctly linear algebraic flavor to both the problems and the constraints: 
the idea of "different colors" translates to orthogonality conditions on our objects. As such, our results often 
sec linear algebra and graph theory working hand-in-hand, with structure found in one discipline influencing 
results that a.re based in the other. 
1.3. Background, definitions, and notation. The natural numbers, N, start at 1. We use the 
notation [<.i : b] to denote the set of integers { a, a+ 1, ... , b - 1, b}. Throughout, d and r arc used to represent 
natural numbers. Vectors arc denoted by boldface font, typically x, and matrices arc capital letters, typically 
A, B, P, or X, depending on context. The symbol O denotes either the scalar zero or a zero matrix, and an 
identity matrix is denoted by I; any of these may be subscripted to clarify their sizes. We follow the usual 
convention of denoting the/" standard basis vector in Cd (for some d) as ej. Rows and columns of ma.trices 
may be indexed either by natural numbers or by vertices of a graph, depending on context. The clements 
of a matrix A arc denoted aij ; if A is a block matrix, then its blocks a.re denoted Aij. Graphs arc usually 
denoted by G or H, vertices by u, v or i, j, and edges by 1w or i_j. 
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If A E o,xp and BE cqxq, then the direct .mm of A and B, denoted AEBB, is the block diagonal matrix 
[ i � ] E (C(p+q)x(f>+q).
We denote the conjugate transpose of A by A*. A Hermitian matrix satisfies A= A*. A Hermitian matrix 
A E cnxn is positive semidefinite, denoted A t: 0, if x* Ax 2: 0 for all x E en , or equivalently, if all of its 
eigenvalues arc nonnegative. 
Typically, G = ( V, E) will denote a simple undirected graph on n vertices, where V = V ( G) is the set 
of vertices of G and E = E( G) is the set of edges of G. An isolated vertex is a vertex that is not adjacent to 
any other vertex of G. A .mbgraph of a graph G is a graph H such that V(H) � V(G) and E(H) � E(G).
An ind1tced .mbgraph of a graph G, denoted G[W] for some set W � V(G), is a subgraph with vertex set 
W such that if 11,, v E W and 7LV E E( G), then 7LV E E( G[W]). The 7Lnion of graphs G and H, denoted 
GU H, is the graph with vertex set V(G UH)= V(G) U V(H) and edge set E(G UH)= E(G) U E(H).
If V(G) n V(H) = 0, then this union is disjoint and denoted GU H. The complement of G, denoted G,
is the graph with V ( G) = V ( G) and E( G) = { 1.w : 11, # v, 11,v ¢_ E( G)}. An independent set in G is a set 
W � V(G) such that if 11,, v E W, then 11,v ¢. E(G). The independence n1tmber of G, denoted a(G), is the 
largest possible carrnnality of an independent set in G. A cliq1te in G is an induced subgraph H that is 
a complete graph, i.e., 1w E E(H) for every 11,,v E V(H ). The cliq1te n1tmber of G, denoted w(G), is the 
largest possible order of a clique in G. A cliq1Le-.mm of graphs G and Hon Kt , i.e., the graph GU H where 
G n H = Kt , is denoted by G (Kt) H; this is also called a t-cliquc-sum of G and H. A chordal graph is a 
graph that docs not have any induced cycles of length greater than :3; any chordal graph can be constructed 
as cliquc-sum(s) of complete graphs. A perfect graph is a graph G for which every induced subgraph H of 
G satisfies w(H) = x(H). A c1d-vertex of a connected graph G is a vertex whose deletion disconnects G. A 
graph with a cut-vertex can be viewed as a 1-cliqun-sum. 
We work in the vector space (Cd for some d E N. We use S to denote a subspace of a vector space. A 
basis matrix for an r-dimcnsional subspace S of Cd is a matrix X E c<1x 1• that has orthonormal columns 
and satisfies S = rangc(X). We say that two subspaces S1 and S2 of (Cd arc orthogonal, denoted S1 ..l S2, if 
u�u2 = 0 for all u1 E S1 and all u2 E S2 ; m1 equivalent condition is that Xt X2 = 0, where X1 and X2 arc
basis ma.trices for S1 and S2, respectively.
Given some graph G and d E N, an orthogonal representation in (Cd for G is a set of unit vectors 
{x,,}, EV(G) C Cd such that x:x,, = 0 if 1w E E(G). It is clear that such a representation always exists for 
d = IV ( G) I- Provided that G has at lca.'it one edge, it is clear that such a representation cannot be made for 
d = 1. We define the orthogonal rank of G to be 
((G) = min { d: G has an orthogonal representation in Cd }. 
Let d,  r E N with r ::; d. A d/r-projective representation, or d/r-rcprcscntation, is an assignment of 
matrices {P,,},,EV(G) to the vertices of G such that 
• for c·.LCh 11, E V(G) P E (Cdxd r·mkP = r P* = P ·md P2 = P · ·mdC ) 'U ' C 1J. ) 'U 1'J., C. 1J. 'U' C 
• if 1w E E( G), then P,,Pv = 0.
In words, a d/r-rcprcscntation is an assignment of rank-r (d x d) orthogonal projection matrices (projectors) 
to the vertices of G such that adjacent vertices receive projectors that arc orthogonal. The projective rank
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of G is defined as 
l;1(G) =inf{�: G has a d/r-rcprescntation}. 
d,,� r 
102 
Projective rank was first introduced in 2012 by Roberson and Mani':inska, where it is noted that l;1(G) :S: E;(G); 
sec [15] and [ll] for additional information, properties, and applications. 
Complementary to the idea. of a.n orthogonal representation is that of a faithf,Ll orthogonal representation 
(here we follow the complementary rnmgc in the minimum rank literature). 1n order for the definitions given 
next to coincide with those in the minimum rank literature, we must assume that the graph G has no isolated 
vertices. A Jaithfel orthogonal representation in Cd for a graph G is a set of unit vectors {x1,}uEV(G) C Cd 
such that x�x,, = 0 if and only if 1w .f. E(G). We define the rninirmmt positive semidefinite rank of G as 
(1.1) mr + ( G) = min { d : G has a faithful orthogonal representation in Cd } . 
We say that a matrix A E cnxn fits the ordcr-n graph G if <lii = 1 for all i E [l: n], and for all i -f. j, we 
have aij = 0 if and only if ij .f. E(G). Let 1-£+(G) = {A E c•xn: At:_ 0 and A fits G}. A faithful orthogonal 
representation in Cd for G corresponds to a. matrix A E 1-£+ ( G) with rankA :S: d, and a. matrix A E 1-£+ ( G) 
with rank d can be factored as A= B* B for some B E Cdxn. Thus, an alternate characterization (sec, e.g., 
(7]) of rnr+ ( G) is 
mr+(G) = min{rankA: A E 1-l+(G)} 
(and in fact, this is the customary definition of this parameter). 
The definitions and explanation given here coincide with those in the literature provided that the graph 
G ha.<; no isolated vertices. The most common definition of 1-£+ ( G) in the literature docs not contain the 
assumption that aii = 1. If vertex i is adjacent to at least one other vertex, then properties of positive 
scrnidcfinitc matrices require aii > 0, and so A can be sea.led by a. positive diagonal congruence to a matrix 
of the same rank and nonzero pattern that has a.LI diagonal entries equal to one. However, consider the case 
where G consists of n isolated vertices (no edges): then as defined in [l, 7], etc., mr+(G) = 0, whereas with 
our definition mr+ ( G) = n. The two definitions of minimum positive semidefinite rank coincide precisely 
when G has no isolated vertices. Our definition facilitates conncctiorh<; to the use of orthogonal rank in the 
study of quantum issues, and the assumption of no isolated vertices is needed only when connecting to the 
minimum rank literature, so we omit it except when discussing connections to such work (where we state 
either this assumption or one that implies it, such lh<; the graph being connected and of order at lca.<;t two). 
We also note that for any graph the values of the parameters studied can be computed from their values 
on the connected components of the graph (sec Section 3), which facilitates handling Clh<;cs with isolated 
vertices separately. 
2. Or thogonal subspace representations and projective rank. 1n this section, we introduce
a.nd discuss (d; r) orthogonal subspace representations for a. graph G, which arc extensions of orthogonal
representations in the spirit of fractional graph theory [16]. The r-fold orthogonal rank of a graph, t;"[r](G),
is defined and some properties of this quantity a.re examined. We then relate these representations to d/r­
projcctivc representations and tic projective rank into the new theory, formalizing the existing understanding 
that projective rank and "fractional orthogonal rank" arc one and the same. 
Unless otherwise specified, all matrices and vectors in this section a.re lh<;surncd to be complex-valued. 
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2.1. Orthogonal subspace representations and r·-fold orthogonal rank. Let G be a graph and 
let d, r EN with d 2'. r. A (d; r) orthogonal subspace representation, or (d; r)-OSR, for G is a set of subspaces 
{ S,.} uE v ( G) such that 
• for each 7L E V(G), S,, is an r-dimcnsional subspace of Cd ; and
• if 1w E E(G), then Su j_ Sv.
The r-fold orthogonal rank of a grnph G is defined by 
<;[rj(G) = min {d: G has a (d; r) orthogonal subspace representation}.
An orthogonal representation in Cd naturally generates a (d; 1) orthogonal subspace representation, and vice 
versa, so .;(G) = <;
[1
1(G).
We now explore some properties of <;[r·] ( G). 
LEMMA 2.1. <;[r] is a .mbadditive function of r, i.e., for every graph G and all r, s E N, 
<;[,+.sJ ( G) S .;1.-1 ( G) + <;[.•l ( G).
Proof. Let dr = .;1,-](G) and d_. = <;[.•J(G). Then G has a (dr ; r) orthogonal subspace representation
containing r-dimcnsional subspaces of (Cdr, say { S;,}uEV(G), and a (d_. ; s) orthogonal subspace representation 
containing s-dimcnsional subspaces of <Cd•, say { S!}•uEV(G)· We show by construction that. there exists an 
orthogonal subspace representation for G containing (r + s)-dimcnsional subspaces of Cdr+d,.
For each 11, E V ( G)) let x;, E Cdr X,. and x: E Cd• X .• be basis matrices for s.:; and s;: ) respectively. 
Define 
and let. S,, = rnngc(X,,). We immediately sec that S,, is a subspace of Cdr+d,, X,, is a basis matrix for Su,
and dim(Su) = rankX,, = ra.nkX;� + rankX! = r + s. 
Suppm,c u, v E V(G) and let x;,, x:,, x;:, X;�, X,,, and Xv be as above; then 
X* X = [ (X;,)*(X:,') 0 
] 
u v O (X;:)*(XZ) 
. 
Suppose 1w E E(G). Since {S�} is an orthogonal :mbspacc representation, we have (X;J*(X;) = O; sirnila.rly, 
(x;:)*(x; ) = 0, so x;x,, = o. Since x,, and Xv a.re basis matrices for s,, and Sv, respectively, WC conclude
that if 1w E E(G), then S,, J_ 8,,. 
Thus, { S,,}uEV(G) is a (d,. +d.,; r+ s) orthogonal subspace representation for G, so <;[r·+s](G) S d,. + d_. = 
.;1,·1 ( G) + <;[.•! ( G). D 
COROLLARY 2.2. For every graph G and all r EN, �lrJ,(G) S .;(G).
Proof. Since <;
[
ij(G) = .;(G), we have 
<;
[r](G) s <;[r-11(G) + .;(G) s ... s r . .;(G). □ 
OBSERVATION 2.3. For every graph G and all r EN, <;[r·](G) 2'. r · w(G). 
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PROPOSITION 2.4. Let r EN and let H be a .mbgraph of G. Then ([r](H):::; ([,-](G). 
Proof. Since every edge of H is an edge of G, any (d; r) orthogonal subspace representation for G provides 
a (d; r) orthogonal subspace representation for H, and the result is immediate. D 
PROPOSITION 2.5. Suppose r E N and G = lJ f=1 Gi for some graphs { G;}f=1. Then ([r·] ( G) 
maxi { ([,·] ( Gi)}. 
Proof. Since each Gi 1s an induced subgTaph of G, we have (
[
,-j(G;) < (
[r
](G) for each i, so 
max; {([rj(Gi)}:::; ([,-j(G). 
For each i E [I: t], let Ii; = ([rj(Gi) and let d = rnax;{d;}. Let {S�}uEV(G,) be a (di;r) orthogonal 
subspace representation for Gi and for each vertex u E V(Gi) let X�, E (:d,x,· be a basis matrix for Sf,. For
each 11, E V(G), we have u E V(Gi) for some i; define 
S,.. = range [ O 
Xf, ] . 
(d-d,)x1· 
Each Su is an r-dirncnsiona.l subspace of Cd , and if uv E E( G), then 1w E E( Gk) for some k, so 
S,� ..l S!, which implies that S,.. ..l Sv (by construction). Therefore, {S.,}uEV(G) is a (d;r)-OSR for G, so 
([r] ( G) :::; d = ma.x,; { ([r] ( Gi)} and equality follows. 0 
This result docs not hold for arbitrary gntph uniom,, as the following example for the r = I case shows. 
EXAMPLE 2.6. Let G = C5 with V(G) = {1,2,3,4,5} and E(G) = {12,23,34,45,51}. Define G1 = 
P4 with V(G1 ) = {1,2,3,4} and E(G1 ) = {12,23,34} and define G2 = P.1 with V(G2) = {4,5,1} a.nd 
E(G2) = {45,51}. We sec that G = G1 UG2, but since ((A)= ((P4) = 2 and ((C5) = 3, it is not true that
((G) = ma.x{((G 1 ), ((G2)}.
\,Vhilc the maximum property observed in Proposition 2.5 may not carry over to the case when G is a 
nondisjoint union of graphs, we arc still able to obtain a. weaker result, which follows. 
PROPOSITION 2.7. Suppose r EN and G = LJ!=l Gi, where Gi is an induced subgraph of G for each i.
Then([,·] ( G) :::; I:!=l ([r] ( Gi).
Proof. We prove the result for the case where t = 2 and note that recursive application of this case will 
prove the more genera.I one. 
For ca.chi E {l, 2}, let di= (1,-1(Gi) and {S:�}uEV(G,) be a (di; r)-OSR for Gi, and for ca.ch u E V(Gi), 
let x:, E cd,xr be a. basis matrix for S�.
We partition V(G) = V(Gi ) U V(G2) into thn.,-c disjoint sets and consider vertices in ca.ch set. If 
u E V(G1 ) \ V(G2), let
X = [ X,� ] . u 
Qd2XT" , 
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For each 11, E V(G), let S,. = rangc(X,,). Each S,, is an r-dimcnsional subspace of (Cd,+d2_ 
We consider multiple cases to show that if uv E E(G), then x,:x,, = 0, so S,., ..l_ Sv . Throughout, we 
assume that 11.v E E(G). 
First, suppose that u E V(G1 ) \ V(G2); then either v E V(Gi ) \ V(G2) or v E V(G1 ) n V(G2). In either 
case, 1w E E( Gi) (since G1 is an induced subgraph), and block multiplication yields X�X11 = (X,�)* X,�. 
Since S,� ..l_ St, this quantity equals the zero matrix, so S,, ..l_ Sv - The case where u E V(G2) \ V(G1 ) is 
similar. 
lf u, v E V(G 1) n V(G2), then 1w E E(G1 ) n E(G2) since G1 and G2 arc induced subgTaphs. Then 
X*X - (X1)*X1 + (X2)*X2 S1"r1cc S1 J_ S1 ·1nd S2 J_ S2 t01 ·s qu·mt1·ty is ·1g·11 ·n the zero rn·1trix· so 
1L V - 1L 1J 1L 1)" 'l.L 1J C U 'l]
) 1 � C � C C C ) � 
S., ..l_ Sv .
Therefore, {S,,}uev(a) is a (d1 + d2; r)-OSR for G, so ([,'](G)::; d1 + d2 = ([r](G1) + ([,-i(G2). D 
LEMMA 2.8. Suppose that the com7,lete graph K1 is a subgraph of G with V(Kt) = [l: t] and G has a
( d; r) orthogonal subspace representation. Then d 2'. rt and G has a ( d; r) orthogonal .mbspace representation
in which the verte:1: i E V(Kt) is represented by
spm1 { e(i-l)r+l, ... , e(i-l)r+r- 1 , e;,.} . 
Proof. By Observation 2.3, d 2'. r · w(G) 2: rt.
If J\1 E (Cdxl for some f_ ::; d and the columns of M arc orthonormal, then by a change of orthonormal 
basis there exists a unitary matrix U E (Cdxd such that UM = [e 1, ... , e£]. 
Lct {S,.},,ev(G) be a (d; r) orthogonal subspace representation for G and for each u E V(G) let X,,
be a basis matrix for S,,. Define M = [X1 , ... , Xi] and choose U so that UM = [e1, ... , Ct.-]- Define 
S� = rangc(UX,.). Then {S�}uEV(G) is a (d;r) orthogonal subspace representation for G with the desired 
property. D 
THEOREM 2.9. If G = G1 {Kt ) G2 and r E .N, then �[r](G) = max {(1,.1(G 1) ,([r](G2)}. 
Proof. Without loss of generality, let d1 = ([,](Gi ) 2: d2 = ([,-i(G2) and V(Kt) = [1: t]. Then by Lemma 
2.8, for i = 1, 2, each Gi has a (d1 ; r) orthogonal subspa<:c representation, {St}ueV(G), in whid1 vertex 11::; t
is represented by st = span { ecv-l)r+l, ... , ec,,-l)r+r-1 , c, ,.}. Thus, for V E [l : t], s,� = S:,; denote this 
<:ornmon subspace by S,, .
For vcrti<:cs 11, E V(G;) \ [l: t], define S,, = S� (observe that 11, >tis in only one of V(Gi ) or V(G2)). 
Then {S,,}ueV(G) is a (d1;r) orthogonal subspace representation for G. D 
PROPOSITION 2.10. If G is a graph with w(G) = x(G), then �[r](G) = r · w(G) for everyJ r E .N. 
Proof. It is well-known that ((G) ::; x(G) (sec, e.g., [151). Therefore, 
r · w(G) ::; ([r](G)::; r · ((G) ::; r · x(G) = r · w(G), 
,md thus, equality holds throughout. D 
We note that perfect graphs and chordal graphs arc among those that satisfy w(G) = x(G), and so 
Proposition 2.10 applies to these classes. 
REMARK 2.11. Since (11 1(G) = ((G) for every graph G, the previous properties of r-fold orthogonal rank 
also apply to orthogonal rank, where appropriate. 
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2.2. Projective rank as fractional orthogonal rank. It is easy to sec that (d; r) orthogonal 
subspace representations arc in one-to-one correspondence with d/r-rcprcscntations. 
PROPOSITION 2.12. A graph G has a (d; r) orthogonal subspace representation if and only if G has a 
d/r-representation. 
Proof. Let {Su}uEV(G) be a (d;r) orthogonal subspace representation for a graph G, so ca.ch S,, is an 
r-dimcnsional subspace of Cd. For each u E V(G), define P,, = X,,.x:, where X,, E Cdxr· is a basis matrix
for S,,. . It is then easy to verify that Pu E cdxd, rankP,,. = rankX,, = r, P:, = P,., and Pi= P,,. .
Let uv E E(G), so S
,,. 
l_ S
.,
. We sec that 
s,, 1- S,, {==? x�x., = 0 {==? x ... x,:x.,x: = 0 {==? P,,P,, = o.
Thus, if 1w E E(G), then P,,.Pv = 0. We conclude that {Pu}uEV(G) is a d/r-rcprcscntation for G. 
Conversely, suppose that {P,,}uEV(G) is a d/r-rcprcscntation for G. For ca.ch 11, E V(G), let P., = 
X,J,.X� be a reduced singular value decomposition of the project.or P,,. (where X,, E cdxr) and define 
S,, = rangc(P,,) = rangc(X,,). Clearly S,, is an r-dimcnsional subspace of Cd. If 1w E E(G), then P,,P,, = 0, 
so by the above chain of equivalences S
,,. 
l_ S
,,
. Therefore, {S,,},,EV(G) is a (d;r) orthogonal subspace 
representation for G. □ 
With this in mind, we obtain the following "fra,ct.ional" definition of projective rank. 
THEOREM 2.13. For every graph G, 
Proof. 
f.1(G) = i� { 
f.[r·J;G) }.
·ru{f.1,-J
(G)
} . f{rn
in{d:G has a (d;r)-OSR}
} I - - = In ,. r r r 
= i�1f { mJn { �: G has a (d;r)-OSR}}
=inf{:!:_: G has a (d;r)-OSR} 
d,r T 
=inf{:!:. : G has a d/r-rcprcscntation} 
d,1- T 
Given that this expression of f.1(G) is similar to that of x1(G) given in [16], it is not unreasonable to hope 
that this could shed some light on the question of the rationality of f.1 ( G) for all graphs.1 Unfortunately, 
finding ab-fold coloring with c colors for G is ultimately a far different problem from finding a (d; r) orthogonal 
subspace representation for G. In the b-fold coloring problem, we have a restriction on the number of available 
colors, which adds a certain finiteness to the problem: each vertex is assigned a subset of the available c < oo 
colors. In contrast, restricting the subspaces to lie in Cd in the orthogonal subspace representation problem 
1 Recall that x1(G) i,; rntioual for auy graph G. 
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docs not impose this same type of finiteness: each vertex is a.'lsigTtcd a finite dimensional subspace of Cd, 
and d < oo, but there arc infinitely many subspaces that can be assigned to each vertex. 
We provide one additional equivalent definition of projective rank, for which we need the following utility 
result from [16], also commonly known as Fckctc's Lemma. 
LEMMA 2.14 ([16], Lemma A.4.1). Suppose g: N ➔ JR is .mbadditive and g(n) 2 0 for all n. Then the 
limit 
1. 
g(n) 
1m -­
n➔co ri 
exists and is equal to the infimum of g(n)/n (n EN). 
Since (
[
,·] is subadditivc, this yields the following corollary to the previous theorem. 
COROLLARY 2.15. For every graph G, 
( ( G) = inf { 
([r] ( G) } = lim 
([r] ( G) ,
f r r r--->oo r 
and this limit exists. 
W ith this result, we sec that many of the properties of (1.-1(G) also apply to (1(G). 
THEOREM 2.16. For every graph G: 
i) [15, 11] (1(G) 2 w(G).
ii) If H is a subgraph of G, then (1(H) :::; (1(G).
iii) If G = LJi=iGi for some graphs {Gi}!=t, then (1(G) = ma.xi {(1(G.;)}.
iv) if G = LJ!=l G; for some induced .mbgraphs {G;}!=l' then (1(G):::; I:�=l (1(G;).
v) If G = G1 {KL) G2 , then (1(G) = max {(1(G1 ),(1(G2)}.
vi) If G satisfiesw(G) =((G), then(1(G) =w(G).
Proof. Consider the second claim. By Proposition 2.4, for any r E N, ([r] ( H) :::; ([r) ( G), so {[r
J
,�
II) < 
{rrJ;G). Ta.king the limit as r approaches oo and applying Corollary 2.15, we have (1(H):::; (1(G).
The remaining claims follow by applying similar arguments to the corresponding r-fold results. □ 
3. Fractional minimum positive semidefinite rank. In this section, we introduce (d; r) faithful
orthogonal subspace representations, r-fold minimum positive semidefinite rank, and fractional rninimum 
positive semidefinite rank, extending the definitions of faithful orthogonal representations and minimum 
positive semidefinite rank. We then introduce faithful d/r-projcctivc representations and connect everything 
to projective rank. A connection to positive semidefinite matrices is explored, and properties of our new 
quantities arc proven. 
Unless otherwise specified, all matrices and vectors in this section arc assumed to be complex-valued 
(the literature on minimum positive semidefinite rank is mixed, with both real and complex cases studied). 
3.1. Faithful orthogonal subspace representations and fractional minimum positive semi­
definite rank. Given a. graph G and d, r EN with r :::; d, a (d; r)  faithful orthogonal subspace representation, 
or (d; r)-FOSR, for G is a set of subspaces {S,,}uEV(G), where
• for eiH:h u E V(G), S
,, 
is an r-dimensional subspace of Cd; and
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A faithful orthogonal representation (as defined in Section 1.3) generates a (d; 1) faithful orthogonal subspace 
representation, and vice versa. Further, a (d;r)-FOSR for a graph G is a (d;r)-OSR for its complement G, 
but the reverse statement is not true in general. 
Now that we have defined an r-fold analogue of a faithful orthogonal representation, it is natural to 
consider a corresponding version of mr+(G). The r-fold minirrmm positive semidefinite rank of G is 
mrt1(G) = min{d: G has a (d;r) faithful orthogonal subspace representation}. 
In particular, we have mrt
1
(G) = mr+(G), using definition (1.1) of rnr+ ; we caution the reader that this
coincides with the definitions of faithful orthogonal representation and minimum positive semidefinite rank 
in the literature ( e.g. [1, 71) if and only if G has no isolated vertices. 
We note that mrt/G) is subadditivc. The proof is 1malogous to the proof of Lemma 2.1 and is omitted, 
as a.re the proofs for other results in this section that parallel those for the non-faithful case (i.e., the (-family 
of parameters). 
LEMMA 3.1. rnrt
1 
is a .mbadditive function of r, i.e., for everJJ graph G and all r, s E N, 
As in the non-faithful case, an immediate corollary relates mrt
1 
to mr+ .
COROLLARY 3.2. For everJJ graph G and all r E N, 
For any graph G, we define the fractional minirrmm positive semidefinite rank of G as 
mr+(G) = inf I l { 
mr� (G)
} 
f ,. r 
Notice that mrt1(G)::; d if G has a (d;r) faithful orthogonal subspace representation, so nirj(G)::; r
Corollary 3.2 implies that the non-fractional minimum positive scrnidefinitc rank is an upper bound on 
the fractional version. Again, recall that this coincides with the literature if and only if the graph G has no 
isolated vertices. 
COROLLARY 3.3. For everJJ graph G, 
Since nir�
1
(G) is subadditivc, we have the following corollary, which follows from Lemma 2.14 ([16], 
Lemma A.4.1). 
2To apply this result usiug the <lefiuitiou of mr t (G) iu the miuin11.11n rank lileralure requires that G have uo isolaLL'<i 
vertices. 
:1To apply this result using the definition of mr I (G) in the uuwm,1111 rank literature requires G have uo isolated vertices. 
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COROLLARY 3.4. For cvcr7J graph G, 
rm+ (G) 
mr+(G) = Jim [r) , I r->oo r 
and this limit exists. 
We conclude this section with an example that gives further insight into these new parameters. 
EXAMPLE 3.5. Let r E N and consider the graph G = P4 with V(P4) = {l, 2, 3, 4} and E(P4) 
{ 12, 23, 34}. With ei as the ill' standard basis vector in c2•·+1 , we can verify that the following is a valid (2r+ 
l;r)-FOSR for P4: 81 = rangc([e1 , e2, ... , e,.]), 82 = ra.ngc([e2 , e3 , ... , e,+il), 83 = rangc([e,+1 , e,+2, 
... , e2,]), 84 = rangc([e,.+2 , e,-+3, ... , e2,·+1D- Therefore, mrt1(P4)::; 2r + 1. Suppose that {Qu}uEV(P•) is 
a (2r; r)-FOSR for P4 ; we show that such a representation cannot exist. Since 13, 14 (j. E(P4), Q i ..L Q3 and 
Q1 ..L Q4. The underlying spa.cc is c2r and each subspace Qi is r-dimcnsional, so we must therefore have 
Q3 = Q4 = Qf. Now, 23 E E(P4), so Q2 I- Q3 , but 24 (j. E(P4), so it also follows that Q2 ..L Q4. Since 
Q3 = Q4, this is a contradiction; thus, there is no (2r; r)-FOSR for P4, and so rnrt1(P4) = 2r + 1. Using the
limit characterization of mrf, it follows that mrf (P4) = lim,._,00 2•·,:t1 = 2.
This example demonstrates that the infimum in the definition of the fractional minimum positive semidef­
inite rank cannot be replaced with a minimum, even when mrf is a rational number. Additionally, since 
mr+(P4) = 3, the graph G = P4 satisfies mrf (G) < mr+(G). 
3.2. Faithful d/r·-projective representations. Let G be a graph and d, r E N with r ::; d. A 
faithful d/r-projective representation, or faithful d/r-rcprcscnta.tion for short, is an assignment of matrices 
{Pu}uEV(G) to the vertices of G such that 
• for each 11, E V(G), P,, E (Cdxd, ra.nkP., = r, P,; = P,, , a.nd PJ = Pu ; a.nd
• P
,,
P
v 
= 0 if and only if 1w (j. E(G). 
A faithful d/r-rcprcscnta.tion for G is a d/r-rcprcscntation for G, but the converse is not necessarily true. 
It is convenient to note that a (d; r) faithful orthogonal subspace representation for G is equivalent to a 
faithful d/r-rcprcscntation. The proof is a.nalogom; to that of Proposition 2.12; as before, we will omit such 
parallel proofs. 
PROPOSITION 3.6. A graph G has a (d; r) faithf11,J, orthogonal .mbspace representation if and only if G 
has a faithf11,[ d/r-representation. 
An immediate corollary gives an alternate definition for rnrf (G).
COROLLARY 3.7. For every/ graph G, 
rnrf(G) =inf{� : G has a faith.fut d/r-represcntation}. d,,- r 
COROLLARY 3.8. For any graph G 11rith complement G, 
E.1(G)::; mrf (G)::; rru+(G).4
Proof. This follows from the fa.ct that any faithful d/r-rcprcscntation for G is also a d/r-rcprcscntation 
for G, as well as from Corollary 3.3. D 
4To apply this result using the definition of mr I (G) in the miwmum rank literature requires G have uo isolated vertices. 
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3.3. Relation to positive semidefinite matrices. In this section, we connect (d; r) faithful orthog­
onal subspace representations to positive semidefinite matrices, thus generalizing the known results for the 
r = 1 case (when the graph in question has no isolated vertices) and connecting mrt,1(G) to the rank of a
positive sernidefinite matrix. 
We begin with some definitions. Let G be a graph on n vertices and suppose that V(G) = [l: n]. For 
some r EN, let A E cm·xm· be partitioned into an n x n block matrix [Aij], where Aij is the r x r submatrix 
in (block) row i and (block) column .i of A. We say that the matrix Ar-fits G if Aii = I,- for ea.chi E V(G)
and Aij = 0 if and only if i_j €J. E(G), and define the set 
1-lt,1 ( G) = { A E c
m·xm· : A t O and A r-fits G} . 
EXAMPLE 3.9. We provide a simple example for the r = 2 case. Let G = P.1, the path on 3 vertices, 
with V(G) = {l, 2, 3} and E(G) = {12, 23}. Choosing X = [ei e2 I ei e4 I e :i e4], where cj is the _j1h standard 
basis vector in C4, we can verify that 
1 0 1 0 0 0 
0 1 0 0 0 0 
A =X*X = 
1 0 1 0 0 0 
0 0 0 1 0 1 
0 0 0 0 1 0 
0 0 0 1 0 1 
This constructive example gives an intuitive foci for one direction of the proof of the main result of this 
section. 
THEOREM 3.10. For ever71 graph G on n vertices and any r EN, 
rnrt,
1 
( G) = min { ra.nkA : A E 1-lt,1 ( G)} . 
Proof. Let d = rnrt,1(G), and let {J_ = min { rankA: A E 1t'.t,1(G) }-
First, assume that {Si} is a ( d; r) faithful orthogonal subspace representation for G and for ca.ch i E V ( G)
let xi E cdxr be a basis matrix for Si . Define X = [X i I X2 I··· I Xn] E cdx,w and let B = X* X E cr,rxn,·. 
We sec immediately that B t 0 and ra.nkB = ra.nkX :::; d. Partitioning B into an n x n block matrix with 
blocks [BiJ] of sizer x r, we have Bij = x; Xj . Since Si ..l Sj if and only if x; Xj = 0, we have Bij = 0 if and 
only if Si ..l Sj , which occurs if and only if ij ¢. E(G). Additionally, since X; has orthonormal columns, we 
have Bii = I,. for ea.chi. Therefore, BE 1t'.t,1(G), so min { rankA: A E 1t'.t,1(G)}:::; rankB:::; d = mrt,1(G).
For the reverse inequality, suppose that B E 1-lt,
1 
( G) and rankB = e. Then there exists a matrix 
X E ctxnr such that B = X* X. Partition B into r x r blocks [Bij] and partition X into {J_ x r blocks as 
X = [Xi I X2 I··· IX.,]. For ea.ch vertex i E V(G), let S,; = range(Xi) � ce . Since X;* X; = J1., we have 
rankXi = r, so each Si is an r-dimensiona.l subspace of ct. Additionally, X;* Xj = Bij = 0 if and only if 
ij </. E(G), so Si ..l Sj if and only if ij </. E(G). Therefore, {Si} is an (R;r) faithful orthogonal subspace 
representation for G, so mrt,1(G):::; {J_ = min {rankA: A E 1t'.t,1(G) }, and thus, equality holds. □ 
This matrix-based representation is a powerful theoretical tool that allows us to simplify the proofs of 
some properties of r-fold minimum positive sernidefinite rank, as well as to more clearly draw parallels to 
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the existing and well-established r = I case (although again, the connection to the literature requires that
the graph in question has no isolated vertices). 
The condition that Aii = J1• if A r-fits a graph G is a strong one, so we conclude this section with a
weaker condition that will be used to further simplify proofs without sacrificing utility. We say that A weakly
r-fits G if A;i is a diagonal matrix with strictly positive diagonal entries for each i E V(G) and Aij = 0 if
and only if ij ¢. E(G). Clearly, any matrix that r-fits G also weakly r-fits G.
REMARK 3.11. Suppose that A weakly r-fits a graph G and let D = D1 (B ···EB D11 , where each Di is 
_J. 
the inverse of the positive square root of Aii, i.e., Di = A,i 2• Then the matrix B = DAD r-fits G, since D
is a diagonal matrix with strictly positive diagonal entries, so multiplication by D docs not change the zero 
pattern of A. Further, rankB = rankA, since D has full rank.
This remark yields an immediate corollary to the previous theorem. 
COROLLARY 3.12. For every graph G on n vertices and any r EN,
mrt
1
(G) = min{ra.nkA: A E cm·xm·, A'.'.:: 0 and A weaklJJ r-fits G}.
3.4. Properties of mrt,1 ( G) and mrj ( G). ln this section, we prove numerous results regarding prop­
erties of r-fold and fractional minimum positive semidefinite rank, many of which extend known properties 
of mr+ to the new parameters. 
OBSERVATION 3.13. For every graph G and all r EN, mrt1(G) 2: r · a(G).
PROPOSITION 3.14. Let r EN and let H be an induced .mbgraph of G. Then mrt/H) :S: rnrt1(G).
Proof. For any 11,,v E V(H), 1w E E(H) if and only if uv E E(G), since H is induced. Therefore,
any ( d; r) faithful orthogonal subspace representation for G provides a ( d; r) faithful orthogonal subspace 
representation for H, and the result follows immediately. D 
PROPOSITION 3.15. if G = LJi=1 Gi for some graphs {G;}t=1 , then rnrt1(G) = I:!=l mrt1(Gi) for each
r EN. 
Proof. Suppose that V(G) = [I : n] and that IV(G;)I = n., for i = 1, 2, .. . , t. Further assume that 
V(G.,) = [ 1 + I:�:� ni : L�=l ni], so that if A E Ht1(G), then A= A1 EBA2 <B · · · <BAt, where Ai E Ht1(Gi)
for each i. Note that rnnkA = L�=l rankA;. We therefore have
THEOREM 3.16. if G
r EN. 
rnrt1(G) = min {rnnkA: A E Ht1(G)}
= min { t rankA; : Ai E Ht] ( Gi) for each i} •=l 
l 
= L ruin { rnnkAi : Ai E Ht
1 
( Gi)}
i=l 
= I:rnrt
1
(Gi)- □
i=l 
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Proof. We prove the result for the case where t = 2 and note that recursive application of this case will 
prove the more general one. 
Let V(G) = [1: n] where n > 0 a.nd assume that V(Gi ) \ V(G2) = [1: nil, V(Gi ) n V(G2) =
(ni + 1 : ni + cl, and V(G2) \ V(Gi ) = [ni + c + 1 : ni + c + n2l, where ni , T½, c 2: 0 (it is not assumed 
that each of these is strictly nonzero). Note that n = ni + c + n2 , and this ordering asserts that the first 
ni vertices (enumerating in the natural order) lie exclm;ivcly in Gi, the next c arc common to both graphs, 
and the last n2 lie exclusively in G2. 
For i = 1, 2, let mrt
1 
( Ci) = di and let Ai E Ht
1 
( G;) be chosen so that ra.nkAi = di . Notice that 
Ai E (C(n, +c)rx(n, +c),· has its rows and columns indexed by V(Gi ) = (1: ni +c] and A2 E cCn2 +c)rx(n2+c)r
has its rows and columns indexed by V(G2) = [ni + 1: n]. 
Let 
0 
] E cm·xnr0 
and define A = Ai + fJA2 E cnrxm·, where fJ > 0 is chosen so that if A, A i, and A2 arc partitioned into 
n x n block matrices with block size r x r, then Aij = 0 if and only if (.Ai)ij = 0 and (.A2)ij = 0 (i.e., no 
cancellation of an entire block occurs). 
Since A is a positive linear combination of positive semidefinite matrices, A � 0, and by our choice of fJ 
we sec that A weakly r-fits G. Therefore, 
mrt
1
(G) :S rankA :S rank.Ai+ rank.A2 =di+ d2 = mrt1 (Gi) + rnrt1(G2). 0
All of the results we have proven for r-fold minimum positive semidefinite rank can be extended to 
results for fractional minimum positive semidefinite ra.nk. The proof is analogous to that of Theorem 2.16 
and is omitted. 
THEOREM 3.17. For ever71 graph G: 
i) rrnJ(G) 2: a(G).
ii) If H is an induced .mbgraph of G, then mrj(H) :S rmj(G).
iii} If G = LJi=1G; for some graphs {Gi}i=i , then rnrj(G) = I:!=l mr;(Gi)-
iv) If G = LJ!=i G; for some graphs {Gi}i=i, then rnr;(G) :S I:!=i rnr;(Gi)-
Lct G be a connected graph of order at least two. A standard technique for computing the minimum
positive semidefinite rank of G is cut-vertex reduction (1, 7, 18]: Suppose that v E V(G) is a cut-vertex and 
( G - V) has connected components { H; n=i. For each i, let G.; be the subgraph of G induced by the union 
of the vertices of Hi with v, that is, G; = G[V(Hi) U {v}]. Then rnr+(G) = I:!=i rnr+ (G;). Unfortunately, 
this technique docs not carry over to the r-fold case when r > 1, as the following example shows. 
EXAMPLE 3.18. Consider the gTaph G = P4 , the path on 4 vertices, with V(G) = {:r:,y,v,z} in path 
order; recall from Example 3.5 that mrt1 ( G) = 2r + 1 for any r E N. Taking v as a cut-vertex, we have
G1 = P.-s with V(Gi ) = {x,y,v} and G2 = P2 with V(G2) = {v,z}. Fix r > 1. Since a(Gi ) = 2, any valid 
( d; r )-FOSR for G 1 must have d 2'. 2r. Further, it is easy to sec that mr+ ( G i) = 2, so 4 :S rnrt1 ( Gi ) :S
2 · rnr+(Gi) = 2r. Hence, equality holds and mrt
1
(Gi) = 2r. Next, since rnr+(G2) = 1 and d 2'. r for
any valid (d; r)-FOSR, we have r :S mrt
1
(G2) :Sr· mr+ (G2) = r, so rnrt
1
(G2) = r. Hence, if r > 1, then
rnrt
1
(G) = 2r + 1 < 2r + r = rnrt1(Gi) + rnrt1(G2), so cut-vertex reduction docs not apply.
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3.5. Fractional minimum positive semidefinite rank and projective rank. Recall that any 
(d; r)-FOSR for G is a. (d; r)-OSR for G, but the converse statement docs not apply in general. It thus 
follows that (1,,
1
(G) ::::; mrt
1
(G) for a.ny graph G and r EN, and the next example demonstrates that this 
inequality can be strict. 
EXAMPLE 3.19. Consider the graph G = P4 with V(P4) = {1,2,3,4} and E(P4) = {1 2,2 3,34} and fix 
r E N. Since w(P4) = 2, we have ([r](P4) 2: 2r. With e,; as the ill' standard basis vector for C2,., it is 
easy to verify that the following is a (2r; r)-OSR for P4 : S1 = S:i = rangc([e1 , e2 , ... , er]) ,  S2 = S4 =
rangc([e,,+l, e,-+2 , ... , e2rD- Therefore, ([r](l
>4) = 2r. Since P4 = P4 and rnrt
1
(P4) = 2r+ 1 (Example 3.5),
we have 2r = (1,·
1(P4) < rnrt1(f'4) = 2r + l .  
Recall from Corollary 3.8 that (1(G) ::::; rnr;(G) for any graph G. While strict inequality may hold in 
the r-fold case for an arbitrary gTa.ph G, we now demonstrate that equality always holds in the "fractional 
case" for a.ny gTaph G. For this result, we require the following lc=a. 
LEMMA :3.20. Let G be a graph with complement G. Let {P.,}ueV(G) be a d/r -repre.sentation for G and 
let {R,,},,ev(G) be a faithful b/1-repre.sentation for G. Then for any k EN, G has a faithful (kd+b)/(kr+ !)-
representation {Q,,} .... ev(G)· Purther·, given any€> 0, k can be chosen .mch that 1� - Z�t�I < c:, i.e., the
vafoe of the faithful representation { Q,,,} for G is within € of the vafoe of the (non-faithful) representation 
{Pu} for G. 
Proof. Since {P,,,} is a d/r-rcprescntation for G, we have Pu E Cdxd with rankl�, = r for each 1.L E
V(G) = V(G), and P,,,Pv = 0 if 1.Lv E E(G), so P,..Pv = 0 if 11,v ¢ E(G). 
. (� 1) Let € > 0 be arbitrary and choose k > ,.2" - :;: .
For ca.ch vertex 11, E V(G), let Q,, E C
(kd+b)x(kd+b) be the block diagonal matrix constructed from k
copies of P,, and one copy of R,,,, i.e., 
We sec immediately that rankQ.., = kr + 1, and since Pu and fl,, a.re projectors, so is Q ..... Since P,,,P,, = 0 if 
1w ¢ E(G) and R,Jl., = 0 if and only if 1w ¢ E(G), we conclude that Q .... Q,, = 0 if and only if 1.LV ¢ E(G). 
Therefore, {Q,,},,ev(G) is a faithful (kd + b)/(kr + !)-representation for G, which verifies the first claim.
By choice of k, we have kr + 1 > ld-rb!. Consider
,·tc 
which verifies the second claim. 
I
� _ kd + b 
I 
= I
d( kr + I) - r( kd + b) 
I
r kr+l r (kr+l) 
ld-rbl 1 
r kr + I 
Id-rbl re: 
<-------
= €, 
r [d- rb[ 
□ 
It was previously noted that any faithful d/r-rcprcscntation for G is also d/r-rcprcsentation for G. 
Lemma 3.20 is a partial converse in the sense that, given a.ny d/r-rcprcscntation for G, we can construct a 
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faithful di/r1-representation for G such that the two representations have essentially the same value. This 
yields the next result. 
THEOREM 3.21. For every graph G with complement G,
(.1(G) = rmJ(G). 
Proof. Let 
R = { � : G has a d/r-representation} ,
F = { � : G has a faithful d/r-representation} .
For any 4
1
·. E R and c > 0, Lemma 3.20 asserts that there exists some <1, E F such th·1t 1
4 
- .<!l I < c 
It· r1 • ' r r1 • 
follows that inf R = inf F, i.e., (.1 (G) = rnrj(G). D 
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